Building Surveyors
The Company:
McKenzie Group Consulting is one of Australia’s most experienced and respected Building Surveying, Accessibility and
Compliance Management consultancies, providing a suite of integrated compliance based services. We have an excellent
track record of efficient service delivery, with a team of highly qualified and experienced people offering advanced technical
expertise to profound project management skills. Our offices in Brisbane, Gold Coast, Melbourne and Sydney ensure that
we deliver consistent service levels and local expertise, no matter where our client’s projects are located.

The Role(s) - Who are we looking for?
McKenzie Group Consulting has immediate opportunities for recent graduates and experienced Building Surveyors
to join the group. The Group offers a comprehensive and interesting professional career in all classifications of buildings;
in particular the opportunity to work on high profile commercial buildings, retail, industrial and public use projects which
provide significant career development and an increased profile within the industry. Our technical team are hard-working,
goal driven and friendly and need like minded colleagues to facilitate growth.

Responsibilities:
The successful candidate will be required to ensure compliance with the Building Act and Regulations and Building Code of
Australia and fulfil a range of Building Surveying duties. To be successful in a Senior role, the candidate must have profound
technical and project management skills. Within a Senior position you will be responsible for the training and mentoring
of more junior colleagues, actively participating in meetings, following through on delegation of tasks and contributing to
company performance targets. Marketing to new clients and preserving relationships with existing clients is a pivotal part
of the role.
To be successful, you will have the following:
DD Ideally unlimited Building Surveying registration or near registration.
DD Experience working in Private industry.
DD Experience working on large, complex commercial projects.
DD Excellent time management skills.
DD An ability to mentor people.
DD Attention to detail and proven ability to write high quality and considered reports.
DD A professional attitude, strong work ethic and the ability to work independently and as part of a team.
Salary package is dependent on level of experience and ability.
Applications are strictly confidential.
If you are interested in a career with a dynamyic national company, please email your expression of interest and resume to
us at the relevant state office:
DD Sydney:			
sydney@mckenzie-group.com.au or call (02) 8298 6800.
DD Brisbane and Gold Coast: brisbane@mckenzie-group.com.au or call (07) 3834 9800.
DD Melbourne:		
melbourne@mckenzie-group.com.au or call (03) 9247 0400.

